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Grief sucks, but you don't have to. Part memoir, part
self-help, part choose your own grief guide; this
cheeky and honest book takes a hard look at
society's view of grief and flips it the bird. If you've
encountered a traumatic loss (of any kind) and you
want to use your experiences to make yourself better
(and less bitter), then the sugar-coated platitudes
everyone gives you just won't cut it. In Confessions
of a Griever: Turning a Hot Mess into an Haute
Message, Crystal helps readers understand: * Why
you should 'Go Duck Yourself' * Why 'You Don't Get
to Call her Husband an @$$hole' * Why you should
'Do More Good Sh!t' * How 'You'll Set Yourself Free'
This book will help you realize that grief is
grief--whatever it is and however you experience it.
Everyone experiences it differently and everyone
feels crazy while living through it. You're NOT crazy
and your feelings ARE normal. You just need to
embrace the ride and 'Remember. You're not alone.'
If you're a fan of It's Ok That You're Not Ok, The Hot
Young Widows Club, and The Life-Changing Magic
of Not Giving A F*ck then Confessions of a Griever
is exactly what you've been looking for!
The entire field of film historians awaits the AFI
volumes with eagerness.--Eileen Bowser, Museum
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of Modern Art Film Department Comments on
previous volumes: The source of last resort for
finding socially valuable . . . films that received such
scant attention that they seem 'lost' until discovered
in the AFI Catalog.--Thomas Cripps Endlessly
absorbing as an excursion into cultural history and
national memory.--Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
A girls' night out during New York Fashion Week
takes an unexpected turn when a dashing gentleman
enters the scene. Every girl dreams of being in
fashion, and Virginia George is no different. As the
twenty-six-year-old professional works her way up
through the ranks of the industry to become a
fashion writer, she realizes there's a lot more to this
world than just beautiful clothes. When she's not
writing about glossy designer names, she is the
voice behind the provocative sex blog, Sex with
Cocktails, under the alias V. During a chic Fashion
Week party, she meets the dapper Jonathan Carter,
the owner of a well-known menswear store and a
fashion celebrity. Then, just when she thinks life
can't throw anything else her way, an interesting job
opportunity comes up as a full-time staff writer at the
prestigious Haute magazine. As Virginia sees the
possibility for a promising career in fashion, she also
begins to consider the probability of interesting
developments for her and the dashing Mr. Carter.
When Rowena runs into her old college friend Dr.
Quinn Tyler at a charity ball, the attraction is instant.
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Handsome, sexy and eligible, he can have any
woman he wants--and now he wants Rowena!
Determined to prove her independence, Rowena
insists she's a career woman with no time for
marriage or babies. But one passionate night
together changes everything. Now she has to tell
Quinn the truth--that she's falling for him, and that
she's expecting his baby....
Offering a fresh perspective on women's fiction for a
broad reading audience—fans as well as
librarians—this book defines and maps the genre, and
describes hundreds of relevant titles.
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They're the hottest men on ice...and they're falling
fast. BYLINES & BLUE LINES A one-night stand hot
enough to melt the hardest ice… Brody Mitchell is a
damn good hockey player with the NHL contract to
prove it. He loves the game but hates the hype, the
spotlight and the puck bunnies trying to score an
athlete husband. He’s been burned before. He’s not
looking to repeat that mistake. But one night with an
anonymous beautiful brunette and it’s game on.
HARD LINES & GOAL LINES The odds are stacked
against them… As the backup goalie for the
Philadelphia Colonials, Tim Stanton earned his
nickname “Tank” by being an immovable force in
net. Hockey has always come first in his life but, at
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thirty-one, he has an expiration date practically
stamped on his ass. It’s time to make hard decisions
about his future. Retire on his terms or play until his
body gives out? And if he stays in net, will he miss
his shot to pursue the woman he loves?
DEADLINES & RED LINES Looking to score love...
Sugar Donahue is determined to live life on her own
terms, even if that means working three dead-end
jobs to make ends meet. The only bright spot in her
day is the moment the hottest player on the
Philadelphia Colonials hockey team walks into the
diner where she works. Too bad he’s so far out of
her league he might as well be on another planet. RJ
Mitchell wants Sugar any way he can have her—on a
table, up against a wall, whatever he can get. He’s
at the top of his game and a fan favorite, but his life
feels stuck in neutral. He’s not willing to risk his
heart, but he’ll take whatever Sugar’s willing to
give. Three full-length, standalone hockey romances
sure to melt the hardest ice.
After years of speaking and writing bestsellers on the
value of having a positive attitude, motivational
speaker Zig Ziglar is faced with putting his words into
action after a fall leaves him with a head injury. In
Embrace the Struggle, Ziglar shares a personal
account of his accident and offers encouragement
through his firsthand experience of overcoming his
most difficult challenge. One of the leading stars in
the “positive thinking” movement, Zig Ziglar has
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made a career out of telling people how to have a
positive attitude, no matter what their circumstances
are. But when a fall down a stairway onto a marble
floor leaves him with a head injury, he is challenged
with how to put the principles he’d been speaking
about into practice. Ziglar’s willingness to be
transparent has him back writing and speaking with
renewed energy before audiences in the tens of
thousands to show that life on life’s terms is still well
worth living. Embrace the Struggle affirms the
validity of the principles Ziglar has held true his
entire life and includes not only his account of living
positively through difficult circumstances; it also
includes heartwarming stories of real people who
encouraged him with how they put into practice
these vital principles.
The acclaimed biography—now updated and revised.
“Many writers have tried to probe [Dylan’s] life, but
never has it been done so well, so captivatingly”
(The Boston Globe). Howard Sounes’s Down the
Highway broke news about Dylan’s fiercely guarded
personal life and set the standard as the most
comprehensive and riveting biography on Bob Dylan.
Now this edition continues to document the iconic
songwriter’s life through new interviews and
reporting, covering the release of Dylan’s first #1
album since the seventies, recognition from the
Pulitzer Prize jury for his influence on popular
culture, and the publication of his bestselling
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memoir, giving full appreciation to his artistic
achievements and profound significance. Candid
and refreshing, Down the Highway is a sincere
tribute to Dylan’s seminal place in postwar American
cultural history, and remains an essential book for
the millions of people who have enjoyed Dylan’s
music over the years. “Irresistible . . . Finally puts
Dylan the human being in the rocket’s red glare.”
—Detroit Free Press
Stowed away in the trunk of a pharmaceutical
representative from Killarney, a band of feisty Irish
faeries is released in the outlying suburbs of
Philadelphia, where Malachi McCurdy sets up
bachelor housekeeping. In need of a housekeeper,
he is introduced to Shawna Egan, unaware that "his"
faeries have taken up residence in her oak tree.
Shawna, who was raised with tales of the Fair Folk
but never realized she can see them, learns it the
hard way when she cuts down the tree in which they
made a home. She gives them another and faeries
always repay their debts. But Shawna has secrets,
and although she knows Mal is what she is seeking,
will he want her after he has heard the confessions
of the cleaning lady? If so, he will need help from the
Fae, for the dragons he must slay for his lady live in
her mind.
A young intelligent and beautiful woman learns with
shock that she is HIV positive. She cannot go ahead
with her plans to study in the USA, and she has to
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adjust to thinking as somebody at the end of her life.
The novel takes the form of a long revelatory letter to
her closest woman friend, both moving and factually
revealing about Aids and the young woman's life.
Blackness is a prized commodity in American pop
culture. Marketed to white consumers, it invites
whites to view themselves in a mirror of racial
difference, while remaining “wholly” white. From
sports to literature, film, and music to investigative
journalism, Eric Lott reveals the hidden dynamics of
this self-and-other racial mirroring.
Showing how theories of stardom can help us
understand both Bob Dylan and the history of rock
music, Lee Marshall provides new insight into how
Dylan's songs acquire meaning and affects his
relationship with his fans, his critics and the
recording industry.
German National Cinema is the first comprehensive
history of German film from its origins to the present.
In this new edition, Sabine Hake discusses filmmaking in economic, political, social, and cultural
terms, and considers the contribution of Germany's
most popular films to changing definitions of genre,
authorship, and film form. The book traces the
central role of cinema in the nation’s turbulent
history from the Wilhelmine Empire to the Berlin
Republic, with special attention paid to the
competing demands of film as art, entertainment,
and propaganda. Hake also explores the centrality of
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genre films and the star system to the development
of a filmic imaginary. This fully revised and updated
new edition will be required reading for everyone
interested in German film and the history of modern
Germany.
A collection for laypersons and experts alike, this
authoritative work includes biographies of the stars,
producers, directors, writers, technical information,
and more
"Nelisa Songelwa is 17 when she is first approached
by a 40-year-old plus Jack. He promises the world to
her. With his money and influence, she sees an
opportunity to have fun whilst making money. What
starts as a game for this young girl, leads to death,
broken families, mistrust and misadventures that
destroy lives. Confessions of a Sugar Baby is a
tragic and yet powerful story that reflects the views
of young girls when it comes to sugar-daddies,
family, education and society. Because when one is
young, they believe they know it all and thus do not
listen to reason. She fails to understand her fate
even though it is right before her own eyes. Her
mother--a sugar baby herself--is the perfect example
of how life can truly be bad if the amazing happens,
and the sugar daddy actually marries his sugar baby.
In fact, it was this stubbornness and free spirit of
being born as one of the infamous ama2000 that
would lead her life to fall apart. What Nelisa did not
understand was that the story of a sugar daddy is as
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old as time and the victim like those before her,
would always be the girl child. It is the story of a high
school teenage girl who falls into the trap of dating
older men. Nelisa's story is a powerful tragedy of
what it means to be a teenage girl in today’s fastpaced society, in which being relevant means fierce
competition. This is a universal story that needs to
be told over and over again because it is a prevalent
social ill."-This volume encompasses the last six months of
Andrew Johnson''s presidency (September
1868-February 1869) and March and April of 1869.
During this time Johnson moved from being a
considerably diminished president to becoming an
ex-president. But by April he sought to rejuvenate his
political career by undertaking a speaking tour
across Tennessee. Despite being a "president in
limbo" in the last months of his term, Johnson
remained surprisingly active. Requests and
nominations for presidential patronage did not slow
down, but Johnson enjoyed only limited success in
securing Senate confirmation of his appointments.
Yet the patronage game continued to be played right
up to the end of his term. Although Horace Greeley
feared Johnson might "do something to make us all
d----d mad before November," the President''s
involvement in the presidential campaign was limited
to a plea with Horatio Seymour to become an active
campaigner. But even a more engaged Democratic
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candidate could not have thwarted the Republican
ticket headed by General Grant. One holdover
problem from the summer months was the whiskey
frauds investigation in New York City. It continued
through the end of 1868 with various twists and
turns. The Johnson administration had to defend its
own investigators, who seemed as unscrupulous as
those they investigated. The ultimate purpose of the
inquiry was to replace Internal Revenue
Commissioner Edward Rollins, but Rollins remained
in office. In late 1868 several Southern states sent
reports about unusual outbreaks of violence to
Washington. A Tennessee delegation testified about
Ku Klux Klan activities and requested federal troops
to counteract them. North Carolina, Alabama,
Louisiana, and Arkansas presented similar accounts
to Johnson. But the President was unable to take
any real action. In December, Johnson submitted his
fourth and final Annual Message to Congress. Not
surprisingly, he attacked the various Reconstruction
acts. Yet he also focused on the national debt and
urged a scheme that would enable bondholders to
be paid off in less than seventeen years. Republican
leaders in Congress, however, strongly opposed this
proposal. That same month the president also
issued his fourth and final Amnesty Proclamation. Its
terms embraced everyone who had not already been
accommodated by earlier proclamations. The Senate
demanded an explanation from Johnson, who soon
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forwarded a defense of the new proclamation. The
President left office on March 4, but not before
delivering a "Farewell Address." He said that he had
no regrets about his administration, a view not
shared by most political leaders. Johnson spent two
more weeks in Washington before returning home to
Tennessee. Shortly after arriving in Greeneville he
decided to rehabilitate his political standing. After all,
friends had already encouraged him to run for
governor or possibly a U.S. Senate seat. Only a
brief, but serious, illness delayed his plans. In April,
Johnson hit the campaign trail, making major
speeches in Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis. After
a foray into north Alabama, Johnson was stunned by
the tragic news of the suicide of his son Robert. He
returned to Greeneville to grieve but also to
contemplate his future political career. He would
move forward in search of vindication at the hands of
the voters. The Editor: Paul H. Bergeron is professor
of history at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Excerpts from Volume 15 "The mass of the people
should be aroused and warned against the
encroachments of despotic power now ready to
enter the very gates of the citadel of liberty." --To
Horatio Seymour, Oct. 22, 1868 "They
[Reconstruction acts] can be productive of no
permanent benefit to the country, and should not be
permitted to stand as so many monuments of the
deficient wisdom which has characterized our recent
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legislation." --Fourth Annual Message, Dec. 9, 1868
"I think there ought to be a professor in every college
in the land to teach its pupils a correct understanding
and appreciation of the principles of the constitution,
and to hold it next in reverence and importance to
the Bible, for it is as much the groundwork of our
government as the other is the foundation of our holy
religion." --Speech to Georgetown College Cadets,
Feb. 1, 1869 "Legislation can neither be wise nor just
which seeks the welfare of a single interest at the
expense and to the injury of many and varied
interests at least equally important and equally
deserving the consideration of Congress." --Veto of
the Copper Bill, Feb. 22, 1869 "Calmly reviewing my
administration of the Government, I feel that, with a
sense of accountability to God, having
conscientiously endeavored to discharge my whole
duty, I have nothing to regret." --Farewell Address,
Mar. 4, 1869 "If the North and the South understood
each other better there would be nothing in the way
of our being united, prosperous and happy. That is
the greatest desire I have--to see the people of all
sections of our country living in harmony and peace."
--Interview with Cincinnati Commercial
Correspondent, Mar. 22, 1869 "Let us rally around
the Constitution of our country; let us hold to it as the
ark of our country, as the palladium of our civil and
religious liberty; let us cling to it as the warrior clings
to the last plank between him and the waves of
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destruction." --Speech in Nashville, Apr. 7, 1869
Sugar Donahue is determined to live life on her own
terms, even if that means working three dead-end
jobs to make ends meet. The only bright spot in her
day is the moment the hottest player on the
Philadelphia Colonials hockey team walks into the
diner where she works. Too bad he’s so far out of
her league he might as well be on another planet. RJ
Mitchell wants Sugar Donahue any way he can have
her—on a table, up against a wall, whatever he can
get. He’s at the top of his game and a fan favorite,
but his life feels stuck in neutral. He’s not willing to
risk his heart, but he’ll take whatever Sugar’s willing
to give. But when eyes meet, and breath stops, and
heat sizzles every time they touch, neither can resist
the attraction. RJ’s been burned by women before
and Sugar’s insecurities make her feel like she’s
skating on thin ice. Are they willing to face off at the
redline and take the shot, to score the love of a
lifetime?
Back in print after more than fifteen years, this
American Film Institute Catalog covers the decade of
the sixties. This was the era in which films began to
challenge the taboos on sex and violence and
treated social issues in a new light. Included in this
volume are The Wild Bunch, Bonnie and Clyde,
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner? and Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? The decade also produced such
all-time classics as The Sound of Music, To Kill a
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Mockingbird, and The Graduate.
Heather Maria Ramirez is making a unique mark
with her pen for the world of readers. She is an
inspirational speaker for women in struggle across
the world. People from all lifestyles attend to hear
her poetic flow of motivational and inspirational
speaking in such places as teen pregnancy centers,
high schools, battered women shelters, and
correctional facilities for women, and her book
signing events. This writer has touched the hearts of
readers all over the world with her GODMOTHER
QUOTE'S and advice about life lessons, of how to
keep your head up when trying to rise up out of
negative atmospheres. Godmother Quote's of
Gangsta-ology 101 the Poetic Confessions of a
Goddess was a true classic in the making. The
Godmother takes her readers to school with this
book. The poetic flow and short stories in this book
are breathtaking, eye opening, and uplifting tales
about human experience. The Godmother believes
all good women learn from the examples set by
other good women. Being a teacher is not an easy
job, but the Godmother gives nada but the best
learning experience to her students. Are you a
reader who is ready to pass this course of Gangstaology 101? Well, there is only one way to find out.
The bell has rung students, so have a seat, pay
attention, and open the book, because class is in
session! Just what kind of Gangstress are you . . .
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Are you a survivor . . . Oh, yeah, then prove it,
because the Godmother is calling ya bluff . . .
Heather Maria Ramirez is an internationally known
and an award-winning writer. This book is
remarkable and unforgettable. It is a different kind of
gangsta with a classy and unique kind of flow. She is
known as the flyest writer! The flyest of them all . . .
Despite an often unfair reputation as being less
popular, less successful, or less refined than their
bona-fide Broadway counterparts, Off Broadway
musicals deserve their share of critical acclaim and
study. A number of shows originally staged Off
Broadway have gone on to their own successful
Broadway runs, from the ever-popular A Chorus Line
and Rent to more off-beat productions like Avenue Q
and Little Shop of Horrors. And while it remains to be
seen if other popular Off Broadway shows like
Stomp, Blue Man Group, and Altar Boyz will make it
to the larger Broadway theaters, their Off Broadway
runs have been enormously successful in their own
right. This book discusses more than 1,800 Off
Broadway, Off Off Broadway, showcase, and
workshop musical productions. It includes detailed
descriptions of Off Broadway musicals that closed in
previews or in rehearsal, selected musicals that
opened in Brooklyn and in New Jersey, and
American operas that opened in New York, along
with general overviews of Off Broadway institutions
such as the Light Opera of Manhattan. The typical
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entry includes the name of the host theater or
theaters; the opening date and number of
performances; the production's cast and creative
team; a list of songs; a brief plot synopsis; and
general comments and reviews from the New York
critics. Besides the individual entries, the book also
includes a preface, a bibliography, and 21
appendices including a discography, filmography, a
list of published scripts, and lists of musicals
categorized by topic and composer.
Includes profiles of African-American performing artists.
Provides brief biographies, subject indexes, further
reading suggestions and general index. Part of a
10-volume set--each volume devoted to the contributions
of African Americans in a particular cultural field. This
text contains profiles of some 190 performing artists from
choreographer Alvin Ailey to hip hop producer Dr. Dre
(nee Andre Young). Each entry provides a biographical
sketch of the artist's career and lists readings and other
materials of interest. The contributions of musicians
receive comparatively greater coverage than other
artistic endeavors.
From the USA Today Bestselling author of Forever
Innocent comes this novel about surviving loss. The five
women sitting in the circle of chairs all had great dreams
of motherhood. Then their babies died. Melinda sees
blood on the floor every day after her loss. Dot believes
the wrath of God caused her baby to die. Teenage Tina
is trolling internet dating sites for a father for another
baby, and Janet's failure to cry means her wedding is off.
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Stella, the support group leader, must help them while
facing the old choices that cost her ever having a family
of her own. Based on the stories of dozens of real
survivors, Baby Dust is a moving tribute to the strength
of mothers who must endure this impossible loss.
A bibliography of recommended children's fiction titles
A towering figure in American culture and a global
twentieth-century icon, Bob Dylan has been at the centre
of American life for over forty years. The Cambridge
Companion to Bob Dylan brings fresh insights into the
imposing range of Dylan's creative output. The first Part
approaches Dylan's output thematically, tracing the
evolution of Dylan's writing and his engagement with
American popular music, religion, politics, fame, and his
work as a songwriter and performer. Essays in Part II
analyse his landmark albums to examine the
consummate artistry of Dylan's most accomplished
studio releases. As a writer Dylan has courageously
chronicled and interpreted many of the cultural
upheavals in America since World War II. This book will
be invaluable both as a guide for students of Dylan and
twentieth-century culture, and for his fans, providing a
set of new perspectives on a much-loved writer and
composer.
What do older women want? And older than what,
anyway? Love, flattery, an end to baby-sitting, a night out
without falling asleep? Or the very last chance of
gratifying desire, of finding a soul-mate - even if it means
paying over the odds...? Confessions of a Sugar Mummy
provides the hilarious answer to the most pressing
questions for women who have reached a certain age:
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am I past it? Why is the pursuit of happiness an
acceptable goal for all members of the human race
except Old Bags? Money, as so often, turns out to be the
solution. And when a sixty-something with frankly limited
prospects, finds her flat is worth a fortune, she jumps at
the chance of entering the world of property with the
glamorous younger Frenchman, Alain. Until, to her
horror, she realises she can't turn back until the final
question is answered: can money buy me love?
Released in 1952, The Anthology of American Folk
Music was the singular vision of the enigmatic artist,
musicologist, and collector Harry Smith (1923–1991). A
collection of eighty-four commercial recordings of
American vernacular and folk music originally issued
between 1927 and 1932, the Anthology featured an
eclectic and idiosyncratic mixture of blues and hillbilly
songs, ballads old and new, dance music, gospel, and
numerous other performances less easy to classify.
Where previous collections of folk music, both printed
and recorded, had privileged field recordings and oral
transmission, Smith purposefully shaped his collection
from previously released commercial records, pointedly
blurring established racial boundaries in his selection
and organisation of performances. Indeed, more than
just a ground-breaking collection of old recordings, the
Anthology was itself a kind of performance on the part of
its creator. Over the six decades of its existence,
however, it has continued to exert considerable influence
on generations of musicians, artists, and writers. It has
been credited with inspiring the North American folk
revival—"The Anthology was our bible", asserted Dave
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Van Ronk in 1991, "We all knew every word of every
song on it"—and with profoundly influencing Bob Dylan.
After its 1997 release on CD by Smithsonian Folkways, it
came to be closely associated with the so-called
Americana and Alt-Country movements of the late 1990s
and early 2000s. Following its sixtieth birthday, and now
available as a digital download and rereleased on vinyl, it
is once again a prominent icon in numerous musical
currents and popular culture more generally. This is the
first book devoted to such a vital piece of the large and
complex story of American music and its enduring value
in American life. Reflecting the intrinsic interdisciplinarity
of Smith’s original project, this collection contains a
variety of new perspectives on all aspects of the
Anthology.
Offers a historical look at the life and career of Bob Dylan
from four perspectives: his relationship to blackness, the
influence of his singing style, his image on film, and his
songwriting.
The author reveals her quirky vision in a collection of
stories that explore the vagaries, tenuousness and
tenacity of family relationships
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier
weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Ok so the fad diet failed, you're never going to be a
domestic goddess, the husband's gone AWOL and
you've dropped the baby. Time to close the door, curl up
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on the sofa, pour yourself a stiff drink and laugh out loud.
In this wickedly funny book, the Loose Women girls
discuss all the topics closest to their hearts - from
younger men to sugar daddies, six-pack fantasies to
support knickers, this book is packed with lively, wideranging opinions. They share toe-curling confessions of
wild nights out (Carol has been particularly generous in
her contributions to this section. Thanks Carol.), celebrity
encounters, pearls of wisdom, and woeful tales of
disastrous relationships (Again, thanks Carol...). The
pros and cons of being single, the highs and lows of longterm love, domestic drudgery, drunken skullduggery...
It's all here, and the rest. If you've ever fancied your
doctor or wept over a washing machine service manual and laughed to tell the tale - this is your kind of book.
Witty, wise, funny and comforting, it will leave you aching
with laughter and itching for a night out with the girls.
It is not only young boys that Roman Catholic priests
abuse; these dysfunctional, deceitful predators, who use
God as an excuse for their behavior, emotionally
damage many unsuspecting adult women. Bless Me,
Father, For I Have Sinned: Confessions of a Priests
Mistress is the story of one womans involvement with a
Roman Catholic priest and how it changed her life. Just
as the male victims are coming forward to tell their
stories, there can be no closure for Maggie Renaldi until
this story is told. During a vulnerable period in her life,
Maggie meets Father Brendan O'Reilly and embarks
upon a clandestine affair. Father O'Reilly's fear of
commitment and his "I love you, go away" behavior
threaten to destroy their friendship and their love, until
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Maggie intervenes and O'Reilly seeks therapy to save
himself. Unfortunately, he chooses a priestpsychotherapist who adds more guilt and shame. From
seminaries that require young men to beat themselves
bloody to bring the flesh into subjection to bishops who
play politics, from power-hungry nuns to superiors who
profess "the party line," Bless Me, Father, For I Have
Sinned is also a graphic picture of church politics and
hypocrisy. Maggie Renaldi is not her real name. All the
names as well as the places have been changed to
protect the innocent (as well as the guilty).
A doubled-edged critical forum, this volume brings early
modern culture and psychoanalysis into revisionist
dialogue with each other. The authors reflect on how
psychoanalysis remains "possessed" by its incorporation
of early modern mythologies, vision, credos, and
phantasms, which may--or may not--be applicable today.
23 photos.
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